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Eight years looking backwards

In 2008 when the stewardship of this journal shifted toward our current team a

tradition was started in which the election of a new president of the USA (the

current home of half our editorial team) occasioned a look back, an assessment of

the present, and a prognostication for the future—with regard to the subject, agent

and driving force of history for Marxists: the working class (Marcus and

Dombrowski 2008). It now seems time to make another assessment of the nature

of the period and identify some tasks and perspectives for Marxists with regard to

class struggle and the new president.

Let me start by saying that looking back on our assessments from 2008, right

after Obama’s election, they seem mostly correct, but we took Obama at face value

when he promised drone strikes and trickledown economics, and did nothing to

disavow past support for incarceration, the death penalty, and so on. He was

remarkably honest and predictable. Since then an awful lot has changed, including

how we get our news, sort truth from falsehood, and vet national political

candidates. There have been so many surprises that most everybody who thinks they

know about US politics probably needs to do a reality check on their criteria for

expertise. This assessment will clearly be far more difficult, uncertain, and

contingent than the last. Perhaps this is the definition of crisis: when the past offers

little guidance for what will happen tomorrow. But I will, nonetheless, try to use the

past to characterize the present and predict a little of the future. I must, in the spirit

of humbleness, uncertainty, contingency, and scientific doubt, disclose that the
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outcome of this election caught me by surprise. From the first moments of the

Republican nominating process, I dismissed Trump as having no chance to be the

candidate and when he did become the candidate I was sure that he would never see

the inside of the Whitehouse. So buyer beware—I have been very wrong in the

recent past, but am getting back on the horse ASAP, in the hopes of sparking a

discussion about the political nature of this period and what is to be done.

It has certainly been a tough 8 years. On the international stage, the USA has

deported roughly 2.7 million people—more than any 8 years in its history. Each of

those individuals has friends, family, co-workers, and people who depend on them,

giving these policies cataclysmic international repercussions, especially within this

hemisphere. Similarly, climate change politics have been grim with fossil fuel once

again regnant. The USA has returned to its old status as a net energy exporter, all the

while the government has thrown billions of dollars around the globe to support the

excavation of dirty energy sources from the ground. On ‘‘the front,’’ the forever war

that began after September 2001 has not diminished, but instead ramped up and

expanded geometrically. There have been more months of war than in any 8 years

in US history with countries such as Honduras, Pakistan, and Iraq, former countries

such as Libya, Syria, and Yemen, and never were countries like Afghanistan,

Somalia, and Palestine deep in the category of living hell. This is thanks, in large

part, to US imperial policies. And don’t let me get started on the drone strikes in

these countries. I have already spilled enough ink on them in Dialectical

Anthropology (Marcus et al. 2012). To make matters worse, it gets more difficult

to find out what is really going on as Obama’s global war on whistle-blowers and

others who pass information from the secret confines of government to the rest of us

has raged ferociously and scorched earth around everybody who dared to bare the

facts during the last 8 years.

Domestically, in 2009, we never imagined that median net worth differentials

between African-Americans and whites might get worse, but that is just what has

happened. The differential between whites and blacks has gone from about 800% to

more than 1300%. Add that to continuing mass incarceration and street shootings by

police and we can probably say that, like the above mentioned countries and near

countries, the African-descended parts of America are also something of a living

hell. Hispanics have done slightly better economically, but given the upwards

trajectory that one would hope for in a category with so many recent migrants and

the hundreds of thousands of families disrupted, destroyed, and deracinated by mass

deportation, it is also a pretty grim story. Sadly, it has not been a good 8 years for

the roughly three quarters of the country that self-defines as white, either. The rural

hinterlands have seen an epidemic of despair, heroin and prescription drug addiction

and overdose, dropping standards of living, obesity, declining life expectancy, and

diminishing educational outcomes, just to name a few grim indicators. Urban whites

have not done much better seeing their real wages stagnate or drop. Even the

steadily employed white collar coordinator caste of the American working class

(that includes us academics), in its many hued skin colors, that does the

organizational and mental work (much of it quite dirty) for the capitalist class

has struggled to keep up. It has been a very tough 8 years in body and soul for the

American working class and our class siblings outside the US social formation.
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It has, however, been a brilliant 8 years for the Clintons, Trumps, Buffets, Kochs,

Bloombergs, and other less visible and political members of the capitalist class.

Their share of national income, national wealth, and national fun has gone up

considerably in this new ‘‘gilded age.’’ Call it accumulation by dispossession,

accumulation by possession, or accumulation by repossession, only arrogant hyper-

structuralist apologists for big capital like Thomas Piketty could try to ignore who

has been doing what to whom during the last 8 years and argue for the inevitability

of rising inequality. Even Barack Obama never sank that low, instead, using his

victory speech to tell us that the way out of ‘‘the Great Recession’’ was only if ‘‘each

of us resolves to pitch in and work harder.’’

So here we are at the edge of the Trump era. Let me start by saying that you don’t

have to be an expert on the Presidencies of Benjamin Harrison and George W. Bush

to know that popular vote minority presidencies are not likely to be fun times, and

this one promises to be a major shit-show. While I am not ready to declare for

‘‘revolutionary optimism’’ at this point in the low winter sun days of post-

inauguration February, I do propose a position of hope, because I think there are

reasons for it. To those friends, colleagues, associates, and Facebook ‘‘friends’’ who

are debating whether to sell their house, condo, coop, etc. and make their life-

savings liquid, in case they need to escape the USA on the heels of a pogrom, I say

take a deep breath and a break from Facebook and reassess.

The dangers are greater and the stakes are higher, but there is also possibility in

the air. If this election with its dismissal of the Bushes and Clintons suggests

anything, it is that the interests of our social class may be on the political agenda for

the first time in ages. The most popular politician in the USA is still Bernie

Sanders—a self-identified socialist who nearly beat Hillary Clinton in primaries for

the presidential nomination in a party that her husband so totally controlled that not

a single serious endogenous candidate emerged to oppose her. More importantly,

Sanders and his proposals for universal single-payer, free high quality education

through the tertiary level, radical decarceration, and redistributive taxes (let’s not

talk about his imperialist foreign policy for a moment) polled so far ahead of

Clinton among the 60% of voters who are not affiliated with any party that many

believe that his victory might have even been possible as a third-party candidate.

Needless to say the Democrats mobilized every resource they had to expel Sanders

from their party and stop him in his tracks.

We might reasonably argue that they were willing to face their own defeat to

keep him out of the executive branch. Even now, the rumor is that in Democratic

Party offices across the USA, the Clinton people are changing the locks on the doors

to keep out the Sandernistas. On the Republican side, it seems entirely reasonable

that Sanders and Trump had some overlapping support. Though the Clinton press

used this claim against Sanders during the primary season, I think that its element of

truth actually bodes well for the post-Trump future. There are a whole lot of people

out there looking for alternatives to the Clinton–Bush–Obama neoliberal orthodoxy.

As well, there is a whole generation of ‘‘millennials’’ who do not fear socialists and

have been schooled in the vicious treachery of the Democratic Party—though I fear

that this is where they may not draw the right conclusions about the party of war and

austerity.
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The nature of the period, the election, and beyond

Nearly every 17 min somebody tells me that we are now living under fascism and,

whether true or not, this does not bode so well for the future. All through my first

decades as a politically conscious person (let’s say 1980–2001) I watched as public

speakers in the reformist and liberal left proclaimed that this or that particular

candidate was truly a fascist and therefore ‘‘we’’ had to vote for and go door to door

to support a pro-war/pro-business/pro-austerity/pro-incarceration/pro-death penalty

Democrat. However, it never went quite as far as the recent pro-Clinton plea by

Reed (2016) to ‘‘vote for the lying neo-liberal warmonger: it’s important.’’ Those

past campaigns usually involved saying something vaguely positive about the

candidate, not just dissing the Republican for fascism. Some relatively mild

Republicans (even pro-choice ones) were characterized as fascists for the purposes

of getting out the unhappy leftist vote for the Dems.

After being elected, their failure to set up armed paramilitaries to physically

eliminate leftists, trade unionists, etc. never occasioned a single reassessment of the

value of this type of ‘‘strategic voting’’ or committing time, money, and energy to

building campaigns for the lesser of two enemies. What seems to make this election

so totally different is not that Trump has paramilitaries or has made appointments

that are clearly that much worse than Robert Bork or Reagan’s Environment

Protection Agency director, who wanted to put the lead back into gasoline, but

rather that the claims against Trump that he is a fascist seem to have become more

scary, strident, and authoritative after the election.

He may well turn out to be the worst Republican president of my lifetime (though

Bill Clinton comes to mind for bad Republicans in DP clothing), but the interesting

question is not whether he is or is not a fascist—that is something we will,

unfortunately, see by and by. What is interesting here is that this election period

discourse is still continuing and may continue until the next elections in November

2018. It is almost as if they want him to be that fascist. At this point I have heard this

claim so often (and I barely ever access Facebook) that I have no idea what it

means, what to say, or what I am supposed to do about it. I attend meetings, teach-

ins, and marches with both my kids, in defense of migrants, against Trump and

whatever else is bubbling up or trickling down into the streets, but it is disturbing to

note that the election period has not ended yet. There is already fundraising and

sneaky mobilizing for a new cohort of the lying neoliberal warmongers to oppose

the fascists of 2018.

As an example, I keep hearing about this website ‘‘swing left’’ that is

recommended as a way to fight fascism in the Whitehouse. I went to the website and

entered my postal code to find out what I am supposed to do to ‘‘swing left’’ and

found that there is a Democrat in Northern New Jersey named Josh Gottheimer who

I should make sure wins his next election. He is a Harvard-trained lawyer who was a

former speechwriter for Bill Clinton, an advisor to Hillary Clinton for her failed

2008 presidential election campaign, a professional lobbyist, and seems to manage

some long-term connection between Ford Motor company and the US government.

Pro-business, pro-Ford Motor Company, and pro-war-on-terror, his website
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describes Israel as ‘‘a bastion of stability’’ with a ‘‘commitment to equality, freedom

of expression and religion, and democratic values’’ that is ‘‘unprecedented across

the globe, across history, and especially across the Middle East.’’ He believes it

should be ‘‘our closest ally’’ blahdeh, bladeh, blahdeh. So what is really going on

here that makes a campaign contribution for a sitting congressman the best way to

fight fascism?

There is clearly something changing and, regardless of how much I hate Donald

Trump, it goes beyond him and his pussy-grabbing buddies—even if you include

Vlad Putin, Pauline Hansen, and Marine LePen in that group. It goes beyond Bernie

Sanders and his socialism at home/imperialism abroad populism. There seems to be

a war of position emerging over the nature of contemporary national political

economy and it is still not clear what Golden Dawn, Grexit, Brexit, Donald Trump,

and LePen era France mean. Many of the older liberals that I know here in New

York City are assuring me that the world is facing 1932 once again—an era of

ethnic pogroms, withdrawal of bourgeois rights regimes, and the rise of command

economies of fascism and big business. Dystopian political classics like Sinclair

Lewis’ It Can’t Happen Here and George Orwell’s 1984 have been reprinted and

are suddenly appearing dog-eared and in the laps of subway riders on the morning

commute. For many of them Germany in the 1930s or Italy in the 1920s seems to be

the template for the nature of the period. In fact, the German elections of the early

1930s were explicitly at the core of Adolph Reed’s plea for a vote for a lying

neoliberal warmonger. His contention seemed to be that Trump was Hitlerish and

Jill Stein Ernst Thälmannesque; therefore, support for Hillary Clinton was the order

of the day.

Although he was pretty vague about which 1930s German election he was

referring to, the claim bears a bit of examination. It seems likely that he was

referring to the July 1932 Federal Elections in which the Socialist Party and the

Communist Party both ran candidates against Hitler and the three other nationalist

political parties. Though he was clearly criticizing the Communist Party (KPD), it

wasn’t totally clear what prescription he was making for rewriting German history. I

am guessing that he was suggesting that if the two progressive parties of the German

working class had not split their 35% of the vote and the rising Communist Party

had subsumed itself in an SPD coalition, it might have slowed down Hitler who only

won 37% of the vote. If this is the argument, it seems like a big what-if to me. More

crucially, by the time of that election von Papen had legalized the SA militias which

were combining with the police to fight the Communist party for control of the

streets and the nation. If this is the election that Adolph Reed is referring to in order

to convince us that we have an obligation to ‘‘swing left’’ and vote for more ‘‘lying

neoliberal warmongers’’ like the guy in New Jersey, I am not convinced that a few

more percentage points against Hitler would have done much to win the streets.

However, if he is referring to the March 1932 presidential election, which strikes

me as more comparable than I am even less convinced about lying neoliberal

warmongers of the past, present, and future. Adolph Hitler and his NSDAP entered

that election still a relatively small party. However, the largest party, the German

Socialist Party (SPD) failed to even run a candidate of their own. Instead they

backed ‘‘independent’’ Paul von Hindenburg who promised that if elected president
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he would stay the course and keep things in the Weimar Republic the way they

were. In case anybody is not familiar with depression era Germany that meant

hunger, unemployment, and lack of hope. He was the Germany-is-great candidate

similar to Clinton’s campaign slogan ‘‘America is Great.’’ Then there was Hitler,

who wanted to make Germany great again, and finally, Ernst Thälmann the leader of

the Communist Party, and the only player in this drama that Reed references by

name. Thälmann’s party was offering a communist alternative to depression era

Weimar despair and leading the fight against fascism in the streets. Reed is clearly

respectful of him for this, but seems to suggest that his leadership of a large,

growing militant movement against German fascism and capitalism might have

been a mistake, rather than just criticizing its failure to develop an appropriate

strategy for winning over workers in the SPD. Out of this view, he extrapolates that

voting for a third-party candidate like Jill Stein, Gloria LaRiva, or some other leftist

in the 2016 US presidential election is counterproductive.

As most readers of this journal probably know, Hindenburg won the

overwhelming majority and in his attempt to manage an increasingly unstable center

allowed the monstrous Hitler to take the German state as the world watched

Communists in street fights with NSDAP militants. This is perhaps why the famous

statement from Protestant clergyman Martin Niemöller ‘‘first they came for the

Socialists, and I did not speak out because I was not a Socialist’’ does not mention

the communists: nobody had to come for them, since they were already there at the

birth of the Third Reich fighting the Sturmabteilung, while the others looked on. So

what does this have to do with voting for Hillary Clinton? I can only guess that Reed

believes that because Trump is not Hitler a vote for the Hindenburg candidate in

2016 might have worked in a way that it did not in 1932 Germany.

As an amateur twentieth century historian, I must admit to being too offended to

get past the comparison of a pro-capitalist lefty politician like Jill Stein with a

serious, but obviously flawed, working class militant like Ernst Thälmann, who lost

his life in a struggle to physically liquidate the NSDAP and expropriate the property

of the German capitalist class. However, this is perhaps my own prejudice here.

Nonetheless, there were readers of Reed’s essay who took the reference to Germany

in the 1930s and current day Louisiana seriously enough to use it as their

justification for traveling to swing states and trying to swing them to Clinton and the

Democrats, rather building independent political initiatives. It’s not that voting for

the Democrats, as many of my friends did, is so terrible. It’s probably better than my

friends who voted Trump out of fear of Clinton’s war drums against Russia and the

Middle East. The problem is that the beast being slain is either fascist and going

interstate for Hindenburg will do fuck-all or it is not fascist and the time is actually

now to struggle for the hearts and minds of disgruntled Sandernistas and other

independent-minded people.

There is, however, a problem that is more basic than what vote would have

prevented fascism in Germany and who to pull a lever for in the USA in 2018; that

is the problem that this is not 1932 and neither Trump nor Brexit is Adolph Hitler.

Marine LePen may be a bit more disturbing than either Trump or Farage, but she

will not win, thanks to France having a less daft and slightly more democratic

electoral process than the US. What these three disturbing electoral events have in
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common is not so much racism (though it is present in all of them); the physical

liquidation of trade unionists (though all three dream of it); or even ultra-

nationalism (though again it is there), but a rejection of globalization and

cosmopolitanism by a significant section of the capitalist class and its mass

constituency.

This is very different from the 1920s and 1930s when European capitalists from

small to large were united by fear of powerful workers movements; militant,

revolutionary, and expanding communist parties that had formed in the revolutions

across Europe after WWI; and the dark shadow of a powerful and globally

influential intercontinental workers state that emerged from the October Revolution

just a car ride away from the commanding heights of the European economy. Those

were dark days for the European capitalist class and, with good reason: they

watched as communist parties took ever larger influence and threatened their

existence. The contemporary elites who are helping to create the politics of Brexit,

Grexit, LePen, and Trump are at worst under threat of being slightly marginalized

by cosmopolitan neo-post-young-Thatcherites making trade deals and trying to stay

the course of post-cold war globalization. If we live under fascism here on planet

Trump, it is a far cry from even the relatively mild experience of Iberia, which sat at

the edge of Eurasia in a largely agrarian country with a small Communist Party and

little need for the type of genocidal ethnic scapegoating employed by Hitler to

confuse the German working class. It seems unlikely that even a racist blowhard

like Trump will need to set up internment camps, replay the Málaga–Almerı́a road

massacre, or fight a unified POUM, PCE, CNT, PSUC, and international volunteers.

He may well deport fewer people than Obama.

All hyperbole aside, what seems to me to be happening, instead, is the rejection

of globalization that seems much more characteristic of the 1914 disaster—if we

must make overblown references to the past. What I am clear on is that neither the

pro-Trump outburst that brought him into the Whitehouse nor the chicken-little-the-

sky-is-falling-and-fascism-is-here reaction by liberals is primarily driven by the

politics of the working class. It draws on mass sentiments, depends on a mass

constituency, and stirs passionate emotions that have people I know suggesting I

keep my passport up to date, in case I have to leave the USA with only a suitcase,

but as far as I can see this is the bourgeois politics of ‘‘swing left’’ in hyperdrive. It

seems to be an inter-elite bun-fight over which segments of capital are most

supported by the state. In Europe, for instance, there are significant sections of the

elite who have been hurt by EU globalization and they must be dreaming about

reversing it. That is perhaps a segment of capital that is excellent fodder for fascism,

but it is not fascism.

If much of the original purpose of the EU, NAFTA, ETC was to make labor

markets more efficient (not a good thing for our social class) then we have the

perfect basis for a cross-class alliance to make capital markets, labor markets, and

just about every other market more focused on the national level. This is not, then,

primarily a case of fight or flight for an existentially endangered capitalist class that

must physically liquidate the leaders of the working class to save itself. Instead, it is

a conflict over a scalar shift in accumulation and who receives the spoils of state
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support for policy. We are again in a period of political uncertainty, turbulence, and

change, and there is, therefore, potential and hope, as well as danger.

Take for example, Trump’s temporary ban on immigration from the seven

majority Muslim countries that the Obama administration designated as problematic

passport stamps for visa waiver holders. It has occasioned some of the largest, most

vocal, spontaneous, and ubiquitous protest marches in recent memory. Trump’s

action impacts between 109 people (Trump’s number) and 90,000 (The Washington

Post’s number), but people are concerned. This is political and it is good. Millions

were removed under Obama with little protest, but now, at my son’s school parents

are passing out stacks of cards in Spanish and English to give to undocumented

neighbors so they know their rights if the immigration authorities come to take them

away. While I can only imagine how offended my neighbors would be if I knocked

on their doors and handed them such a card, the desire to do something is ubiquitous

in large parts of the USA. People are once again engaged on a mass level with

oppositional politics. The problem is how to take this impulse to print on card stock

and tell everybody how upset we are that Trump was elected and shift it from swing

left to independent political action against a social class that has proven itself

unworthy of managing the affairs of the human race.

I believe that the main road to this renewed class struggle is not, as Bernie

Sanders and Adolph Reed seemed to suggest, through the Democratic Party, but

rather in the other direction away from Hindenburg and Otto Wels and toward

something more Thälmannesque. As the working class pain, austerity, and

restructuring that we have heard about across Europe, the UK, Japan, and rural

America reach further up into the socioeconomic hierarchy and spread wider across

the bottom, elites with attachments to national capital are spurred to social motion,

as they see enough anger and resentment from below to imagine a national ruling

coalition. It is not just the angry urban liberals (AULs) that Darling (2009)

referenced in her discussion of Sarah Palin that need to be offered an alternative to

Clinton–Obama neoliberalism. The sectors of the working class that voted Trump,

also need to be considered. This was one of the strengths of Bernie Sanders’

campaign—he seemed to have a serious following among the discontents of

globalization.

Trump is scary if you see him as a fascist ascendant who has the power to

arbitrarily intern you if you are Jewish, Gay, Japanese, Black, Hispanic, or a

woman. However, it may be even more dangerous that he represents an organic

politics of local elites who are ready for the sacrifices of autochthony, trade war, and

raising fences; and that this phenomenon is happening in many places right now.

This is what began the first inter-imperialist war of 1914 and led to its eventual

denouement in a second inter-imperialist war. The question on the agenda does not

seem to be bourgeois rule versus proletarian rule, as it was in the interwar years, but

rather imperialism versus what Karl Kautsky referred to as ‘‘super-imperialism’’; an

agreement among imperial thieves to do business together. So where does that leave

us (the global working class) after this disturbing election?

I do not believe that our social class has a side in the conflict between the Trump

faction and the Clinton faction of the bourgeoisie—even if Trump manages to

deport as many people as Obama did. This is what I would say to Adolph Reed, who
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generously gave me an out, in his article, by saying that you only have to vote for

Clinton ‘‘if you’ve voted for any Democratic presidential candidate since 1992.’’ I

have not. It is not right versus left or ugly versus less ugly, but about the basic

question of who is more of a threat to our social class in black, white, brown, male,

female, gay, straight, disabled, etc. The evidence that I began this article with does

not convince me that either the party with the bad bark or the party with the bad

bite provides a significantly better future for those of us who depend on selling our

labor. They both bite bad, and we desperately need viable alternatives to these two

parties which govern by pitting different segments of the working class against each

other.

However, this realization does not counsel political passivity. It actually means

tremendous work to oppose the terrible things that Trump is doing and will do, but it

depends on seeing opportunities to go far beyond Zionist Ford Motor Company

stooges in New Jersey or even exciting leftist politicians like Bernie Sanders, whose

main complaint about US foreign policy was that there was not a big enough place

in it for the House of Saud to use its own army to police the Arab world (take a look

at Yemen and Bahrain if you are convinced). This is where it would be nice to see

Anthropologists speak for something beyond the cosmopolitanism, bourgeois

progressiveness, and ethno-religious tolerance for which we are famous. The fact

that millions of people spontaneously mobilized in defense of, at most, a few

thousand Muslims bodes well for the chance to do something more class conscious

and independent than swinging left toward a more salubrious representative of a

more appealing wing of the capitalist class. It is time to bring class struggle back

into Anthropology. I am not sure what that means in the short run, but it bears more

discussion in the pages of this journal.

Could all this end in a third inter-imperialist war, as some people are saying? It

could. We are currently in an interregnum that was created by the collapse of the

Soviet Union, and with it, a profound crisis of the working class and its alternative

direction for human history. It is times like this when there is little threat to the

existence of the ruling class that they feel empowered to war with each other and do

other crazy things. So the good news is that we are far from the type of crisis that

produced Hitler, Mussolini, Franco, Dollfuß, Pavelić, Pétain, Metaxas, Quisling,

and Larka in Europe. The bad news is that there is no real crisis of class rule and our

bourgeois misleaders can fight with each other as much as they want with no need to

unite to save themselves from us. This represents serious instability in the world

system, but destabilization offers tremendous opportunities and even bigger dangers

as the guns of 1914 demonstrated.

I am counting on the fact that events that have made Bernie Sanders the most

popular politician in the USA, Trump a weak minority president and left the

Democrats and their followers screaming fascist long after the inauguration will

make for an interesting 4 years and perhaps an even more interesting decade of the

2020s. I plan to bicycle to work in the hopes that it will help me live to see what

happens next, try to think more about my class versus theirs than about left and

right, avoid coalitions with bourgeois leaders swinging left, and keep an eye out for

what happens in France in April.
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For the first time in 8 years of watching millions of families broken up by ‘‘the

deporter in chief’’ people are going into the streets across the USA defending what

may be only a few score Muslims, demanding national health care and defying the

president in the most direct and disrespectful way. Politics is back and that is a good

thing, even if there is a small and distant possibility that this journal will have to

shift its home from New York and Toronto to Mexico City and Toronto, if my

predictions that fascism is not here are wrong. Still, I must reaffirm the basic

political claim that has led me to avoid Democrats since Bill Clinton put Ricky Ray

Rector to death during his first campaign: strategic voting for a lying neoliberal war

monger, especially one like Obama who had such extraordinary power to shut down

social movements before they started, does not seem useful or effective. Using

activist energies to convince others to do the same is worse, because it takes away

from the power to pose alternatives. But there are more alternatives in the now

politically turbulent air and we will hopefully have much better choices to make in

the coming period. Stay tuned for interesting times.
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